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ABSTRACT 
" 
The series station system is a manufacturing operation consist-
ing of a sequence of processes. These processes are separated by 
inventories which are necessary to achieve a smooth operation in terms 
of balancing the different capacities and operating speeds of the 
stations. 
The interstage coupling that exists between the stages of this 
type of process prohibits any direct method of analysis. Two. proposed 
methods are presented in this paper vhich employ straight enmneration 
of all possible solutions and an iterative type of solution. Ady-
namic programming model of the system is also formulated. Hovever, 
because of assmnptions made in its derivation, the model is very 
seriously restricted. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Factory supervision is constantly faced with the problem or 
production and inventory control. They must attempt to simultaneousl7 
maintain stable operation, provide adequate service to the customers, 
and keep investments in stocks and equipment at reasonable levels •. 
( 
Many different techniques are employed to achieve this balance. These 
techniques include methods for calculating lot sizes of manufacturing 
runs or purchase quantities, setting safety stock levels and reorder 
points, as well as deciding which items should be manufactured in 
order to keep inventories in balance. 
Production inventory systems can be classified into four major 
··{ 
categories as follows: 
\ 
' 1. Single station 
2. Parallel stations 
3. Series stations 
4. Series-parallel stations 
In each of these categories a station is defined as a manufacturing ~~) 
operation, such as a drill press, press brake, tapping process, etc., 
and the finished goods inventory associated 1d th it. -
The single station system is the fundamental system in that all 
• - - ~-. • ..,; .-. u ·--· ~--:-
.•..:... 
others are combinations thereof. ·A block diagram illustrating this ./· 
system is given in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1:·. SINGLE 'STATION SYSTEM 
A parallel system has several stations performing the same level 
of work in a manufacturing_ process and can be treated as a set of 
single stations unless interactions between any of the inputs or out-
puts exist. Figure 2 illustrates this method. 
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PIGURE 2: PARALT&L STATION SYSTDI 
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The series station system is more complicated than either the 
single station or parallel station system. In this system, the out-
put of a station serves as the input to the follo'Wing station. In 
Figure 5 ·,tt"'liiagram is gi van showing this method. 
Operation 
#1 
Inventory 
. #1 
Opera.ti<;>n 
#N 
FIGURE 3: SERIES ST AT ION SYSTEM 
Inventory 
#N 
··=.. 
A combination of series and parallel station makes up the series-
parallel system. A diagram illustrating this system is given in 
Figure 4. The complexity of this type of a systen, especially vhen 
there are interactions between the stations, is deDicted in this 
diagram. 
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FIGURE-'4: SERIFS-PARALLEL STATION SYSTEM 
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According to Hanssmann in (1) each of the four categories can be 
· classified 'With respect to time behavior. A system is called station-
ary opposed to dynamic when the parameters remain fixed in reference 
to time. The system can be further classified as· deterministic when 
no uncertaini ty exists ( parameters ~ybe computed) or probabilistic 
when the parameters follow a probability distribution (must be pre-
dicted). 
This paper is a study of a problem cqnfronting the series sta-
tion. To accomplish this research, simpl.e models of batch production 
are employed. According. to Elion in (z], batch production is common 
in industry for prcxlucts vhich are manufactured periodically. These 
periodical manufacturing runs are needed because the production rate 
at which the product can be manufactured economically is much greater 
than the demand rate. Factory management has to choose the correct 
batch size to achieve optimum manufacturing. When sm:ill batch sizes 
are manufactured, the setup costs and setup times of the operation 
soon become excessive. On the other hand, when large batch sizes 
are run, quite often high inventory carrying costs are incurred. 
From a production point of view, long runs which come from large 
batch sizes are preferred. However, these often result in high in-
' 
ventory costs and greater probability of loss due to obsolescence. 
A number of factors to be considered in the calculation of batch 
size are: 
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1. Setup or startup c·osts or the machines 
·, 
2. Demand rate for the product 
s. Production rate 
4. Interest and storage costs ·of the inventory 
5. Unit costs 
Eli on in (2] states that a solution for the batch production problem 
has been sought as early as the Year 1915. At that time, Harris in-
troduced the classic economic lot size fornmla (Q = (?rs/K~i) for 
balancing setup costs vi th inventory carrying costs. The forn111la 
assumes the production period to be relatively short and the storage 
costs for the inventory to_ be negligible. The symbols for this form-
ula are: 
r = annual demand rate for the product 
s = setup or startup costs for the ipachines 
K = inventory carrying costs 
C = unit cost of item 
·-~ 
This economic lot size formula is for a single station manufac-
turing operation only and is restricted in its applications because 
of the assumptions used in its derivation. However, due to its 
simplicity, it provides a gooo means ~of obtaining a possible value of 
the batch size which is in some ways optimal. 
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Various models to control the series manufacturing problem have 
.J 
·--- · been proposed o Two models which have been presented as optimal solu• 
tions are given in this paper. One model, because of the interstage 
coupling, uses complete enumeration of all possible solutions, the 
other model employs an iterative type of solutil.on. Also presented 
in the writer's formulation of a lftodel using dynamic programming. 
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Manufacturing labor and material costs make economic lot size 
control advisable. Various solutions to this complex proble1n have 
been developed throughout the years. Tvo typical techniques and this 
writer's formulation of a model using dynamic programming are pre-
sented herein. These should prove to be useful tools for obtaining 
solutions to a series manufacturing system. 
The following, St. Clair and Rahikka 1s Method deals with com-
plete enumeration of all possible solutions. 
ST. CWR AND RAHIKKA t S MEn'HOD 
A development of a model vhich extends Harris' economic lot size 
form11Ja given by Elion in [2] from one station to several stations is 
given by St. Clair and Rahikka in (5) • Their development is based on 
a stationary deterministic series system in which the following para-
meters are considered: 
S1 = setup costs for station i, i = 1,2 
C1 = unit cost for. item after processing at the 1th station, i = 1,2 
r = annual demand rate for the finished product 
K = yearly rate for carrying inventory 
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The batch size for a tvo station system ·can be computed by 
· -·----·· --· ····· - -- · --- ·· tf.ghtly· coupling the two stations together and considering them as 
one statlon, or by sepa.rat.ing them by an inventory. In the latter· 
case, separate 'batch sizes would be computed for each of the tvo 
stations. The total variable cost (TVC8 ) associated with the con-
figuration in which separate batch sizes are comp1.1ted is the sum of 
the total variable costs for station number 1 (~VC1) plus the total 
variable costs for station number 2 (TVC2), where 
" .... , 
\ 
' 
therefore 
TVC1 = ~1KC1 + S1 r/Q1 
TVC2 = ~2KC2 + S2 r/Q21 
In equation (1) the variables Q1 and Q2 are the batch sizes that are 
run tlu,.ough station 1 and 2 respectively¢ The average inventory in-
vestment costs associated with· each station are, -~1KC1 and ~2KC2 
and their respective setup costs are, S1 r/Q1 and S2 r/Q2. No attempt 
. . 
is made to consider the cost of raw materials because they are con-
sidered purchased on an "as needed" basis. 
To find the economic batch size to process through each station, 
the partial derivatives of TVC8 with respect to Q1 and Q2 are set 
equal to zero. These tvo equations when solved for Ql and Q2 are: 
~ 
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(3) 
Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) arrl simplifying 
gives: 
(4) 
In the development of the ·batch size when the stations are 
, coupled tightly together, the procedure followed is the same as the 
one given for the separate batch sizes. The total variable cost of 
the combined stations is (TVCc) 
( 5) 
The derivative of TVC0 is taken vith respect to Q0 (where Qc is -
the batch size of the combined stations) and set equal to zero and 
solved for Q0 • The resulting equation is 
Qc = [2r(S1+S2)/Kc2Jt 
Equation (6) is then substituted into equation (5) giving 
TVCc = [ rK J [ C2(S1+S2~ t 
(6) 
(7) 
'4uations (2)~ (3), and (6) have been stated as the minimum 
points for the two functions TVC8 and TVCc but no proof has been 
given to support thiso The second derivative of the function with 
>~ . ,, 
respect to the variables is taken to shov whether a minimum or a 
maximum point exists. The values obtained for the variables from the 
10 
L 
\ 
-----\ 
~·~--." 
first derivative are then substituted into the second derivative. 
The results are that the second derivatlve, at these points, is pos-
itive which shows that a minimum has been obtained. 
The two equations, (4) and (7), have still to be checked to·· see 
vhich gives a minimum costo So far all that has been determined is 
tvo minimum cost equations for each inventory configuration. The 
development of a criteria for determi~ng which of the two cost equa-
tions is minimum is given belov: 
Assume: TVC8 ( TVC0 
Upon substituting in equations (4) and (7) and simplifying them, we 
have the following criteria: 
[s1C1/S2C~ t + 1 ( [s1/S2 + ~t (8) 
The ratio Ci/C2 in equation (8) is always (1 because it is 
assmned that the product being manufactured increases in value as it 
goes through successive manufacturing operations. Therefore, values 
betveen O and 1 are inserted for the }atio CJ/C2 in equation (8) and 
values of SJ/S2 are obtained and plotted in Figure 5. The mode of 
production which minimizes the total variable costs can be directly 
determined from this plot using the ratios CJ/C2 and Si/S2. When it 
bas been determined whether separate lots or a combined lot should be 
manufactured, the batch size can be computed using equations (2) am 
( S), or (6). 
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Extending the development from.two stations to incluie "N" sta-
tions ( whe:re "N" is the total number of stations in the system) re-
sults in the following set of total variable cost 
• 
equation: 
TVC = [cj i sJ~ + ~j,, Sj., J t 
ca I 
+ [cN .f sJt 
A.= J+.:Z 
A. simple plot that was constructed fijr the tvo station model can-
not be constructed for. the "N"·station model. Therefore, to find the 
bat.ch sizes to be manufactured by the stations that vlll give minimum 
total cost, all the cost equations for the different inventory con-
figurations have to be evaluated. With this type of a model there is 
either an absence of or the presence of invento~y betw~en stations. 
This results in an inventory configuration that can be considered 
binarye Therefore, for an t1N11 stage system there are 2N~l different 
ways inventory can be assigned. This means that 2N-l cost equations 
have to be evaluated in order to find the minimum. 
It is interesting to note that in this model the relationship 
Qn-1 >Qn is always true. This is shown by assuming Qn-l<Qn and by 
substituting in the following equations: 
· Qn-1 = [ 2rSn-1/KCn_ J! 
Qn = [ 2rsn/1rnJ t 
The following inequality- is obtained: 
' 
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Ir this ratio is checked with. the plot in Figure 5, it will shov that 
when Sn_1/sn< Cn_1/cn a co~bined lot rather than single lots for the 
tvo stages will result. ·Therefore, Qn-1 will never be less than Qn• 
For the two station system the graphical method, which St. Clair 
ani Rahikka developed, enabled them to determine vhether the stations 
· should be coupled tight~y together vith no inventory, or be separated 
by an inventory. Once the optimal inventory configuration is obtained, 
the batch sizes to be run through the stages are easily calculated. 
Unfortunately, no simple graph can be constructed for more than tvo 
stations. In order to obtain an equivalent result, 2N-l cost equa-
tions have to be evaluated for an "N" station system. 
·- - -- ·- - ·-· - - - . ---- .. -
This model is interesting in that it shovs that there is a 
finite nmnber of cost equations to be evaluated to obtain the optimum 
operating configuration. Since the number of equations is 2N-l, 512 
equations have to be evaluated when there are 10 stations in the 
s7steme Even vith modern-day computers 9 the program running time to/ 
evaluate the cost equations for a large system may soon become pro-
hibitiveo Also, St. Clair and Rahikka 1s model is somevhat Jjmited 
in practical use because it assumes very small production time/. 
Another shortcoming of this model is that no consideration is given 
. 
to the remaining inventory when a batch size has been vithdraw from 
an interstage inventory. In a manufacturing operation in which the -~ 
batch size (within reason) does not increase the manufacturing time, 
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this model could be applied. This type of a process would be a batch 
type operation such as electroplating or cleaning of parts in a tank 
type operation. 
The Thomas Method, another solution to the series systems manu-
tacturing problem, utilizes the iterative approach. 
THOMAS I Mm'HOD 
Adin Be Thomas in uses a deterministic model for an "N" 
stage operation for vhich he presents an iterative type of solution. 
It is a simple model in which the batch size for the stages are 
derived from a total variable cost equation. The capacity arxl oper-
ating speed of each stage in this process is balanced so that a 
smooth flo,, of material is achieved vith a minimum inventory between 
the operations. In this aeries production process, any st~e 11 n11 
does not start operation until a quantity Qn is in its input inven-
tory. This quantity is then processed by the stage vhich halts when 
the specified quantity~Qn,has been processed. The costs associated 
vi.th this model are the same as used in the classic economic lot size 
formula and by St. Clair and Rahikka in [3] on their modelo The only 
nev_ parameter that Thomas uses is tn, the production time per itemo 
Other than the production time, all three modesl use the same :rorm or 
the following total cost equation: 
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(9) . 
~ is a constant which is the average inventory invest-
ment cost per unit manufactured by station "i", 
Qi is the batch size to be manufactured by station "i", 
~i is the setup cost associated with the 1th station, 
r is the average demand per unit time. 
Tvo inventory cases can occur betveen a111 consecutive stations 
because of their differences in batch sizes as shown belov: 
Qn-1> Qn 
Qn-1< Qn 
Figure 6 shows the interstage inventories between stations n-1 and 
' ~ 
•nn when Qn-1>Qno In this configuration, station n-1 will manufac-
ture a quantity, Qn, before it completes a full processfng cycle. 
When Qn-1 < Qn, as shown in Figure 7, there is more than one process-
ing cycle for station n-1 before the quantity, Qn, can be manufac-
tured. ......... 
·' 
The average inventory investment coats computed from Figures 6 
aal 7 are as f ollovs: 
.;. 
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1Kn-1 Cn-1 @n-1Cl-rtn-1> - Qn(l-2rtn-1 - rtn~ 
The above derivation is based on the assmnption that Qn-i/Qn is 
an integer. 
Figure '1 
1Kn-1 °n-1 [Qn(l+rtn) - Qn-1 (1-rtn.J)] 
The assmnption that Qn/Qn-1 is an integer is mde in the aboTe 
derivation. 
The batch size configuration that can result in a111 operation 
ar~ as follows: 
.. 
(a) Qn+ 1 >Qni? Qn-1 ,. 
'\ 
~·~ (b) Qn+l <Qn~Qn2! 
(c) Qn+l> Qnt(Qn-1 
(d) Qn+l<Q~ Qn-1 
These batch size configurations give a combined inventory cost equa-
tion from which the ~ given in equation (9) can be found. When the 
partial derivative with respect to Qn, is taken of equation (9) and 
set to zero, the optimum >~tch size for stage "n" is Qn= [ 2rSn/°'n)t. 
.,.t 
The four different batch sizes obtained are as follovs: 
Qn+l>Qna.> Qn-1 
Q118 = 2rSn/ [Kn-lcn-l(l+rtn) - K~Cn(l-rtn) Ji- (10) 
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Qn+1<Qnb>Qn•l 
Qnb = 2rSn/ [1cn-1Cl+rtn) + KnCn(l-rtn) J i (11) 
Qn+l> Qnc( Qn-1 (12) 
Qnc = 2rSn/ [ Kn-1Cn-1[2rtn•l - . (l•rtn) J - KnCn(l-rtn) Ji 
Qn+l<Qnd<Qn-1 ~~-{13) 
Qm = 2rSn/ ~n-1Cn-1[2rtn-l - (l·rtn~ + KnCn(l-rtnD t 
In these above equations the following applies• 
- Cn is the unit cost of the item after it bas been 
through the nih pr~cessing stage, 
tn is the winufacturing time per item for the nth stage, 
,,,, nd 
8 ' 
In is "the rate for carrying inventory per time period at 
the nth stage. --
The relationship of these batch sizes to each other is as follows: 
Qnc> Qng> Qnb 
When ,. __ 
Qn+l>Qn-1 
and 
Qnc> Qnd> Qnb ' \ 
When 
• Qn+l<Qn-1 
: ... _. . 
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In Figures 8 and 9 the variable cost equations for the nth stage have 
been plotted for the above relationships. Each figure has three 
curves, and three zo11es. The batch sizes provict"tsly de,reloped are 
valid only in the range for which the zones are marked. For example, 
the rninirrum f O!' CLJ.r"t!8 "n 11 has to be \.rl thin zone "a". 
Thomas gi·ve3 t·t;o dif.fe:rent metr .. ods for sol"t1in.g the series sta-
tion problem. Thess are a Direct and, a Hanking Met.hod. Only the 
Ranking :t-1ethod vil1 be prr:it~ented bt"-:c.a11sr-; j t is n1ore 8 r:,raight f orwa.rd 
and 9, with re:'lpect to each other, never change f,,r any value of Qn• 
This can be shown by comparing the four equat-i ons ~ (JO), ( 1 q, ( 12) 
and (13). If the quantities_,,Qnc, Qnb, Qn-1 and Qnd or Qna are rank 
ordered, the mode of the five -v~alues ,11111 be the requ.ired batch size, 
Qn. To find the opt.imum batch sizes for an "N" stage system, the 
steps to follov are: 
(1) Q0 and Qn+l are set equal to 1 as these stages are 
not part of the process and therefore cannot increase 
the inventory investment costs. 
(2) Assu_rne the relatiol'lShip Qn-1> Qn+1 ·or Qn-1 <Qn+l, 
and Qn<'Qn+l or Qn> Qn+l• 
.. ·,-., 
(3) Rank order the five quantities Q1c, Q1b, Q1a or Qld, 
,I. 
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( 4) Choose the model value. 
(5) Proceed to step 2 and find Q2• 
If the assumed re1ationshipa hold, pi')oceed t,t> step 2 
and seek the batch size for t.h.e nflri E.tat l ,;,_n r.1.nd :30 
on until all batch sizes !f the 
assumption doesn't hold, the llB.tch size for 'th~t 3t.a-
tion has to be solved under diffet-Ar•t a3ir,1rnt.1L.tons. 
Follo'Wing this procedure at every '3t.nr.~ ~ 1.t. ie 
assured that the values for ,. 1 . } ' Th A "LAT. r: -, s ·, •; .• -. ::; -· -~ - •;oo ~ - • ·-- • . ~- • , • ~ ··· ~ ... •·"' ~ -ed t I t.. • uh . , . l .l 
a.re always consistent wi tl1 the aseu.mpt.ic,n::. .-m-1it,.·. 
Thomas' solution to the system does not involve the sol v'"irig of a 
large nmnber of cost equations, al though the n1..w.1t,e1: of ;_ + ... er8 'f.". tr,:,c 
needed to converge on the solutions vo11J..d be great .tf ~'Nt; J.~ l r.~ge. 
The method is quite straight forward and could be f,9J.rJy 8a,:.;;j }y pr.c•-"· 
grammed for a computer. This model is more gener·s.l t.bdt! St.. C .!.~ .. !.:r ~ r1d 
Rahikka 1s in that it allovs for unit production times. 
In the search for a more direct method of solution for the se~ies 
.station_system, a dynamic prograrmning approach was used. 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL 
The formulation of a problem into a dynamic programming model 
- ' / 
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cou·pling relationship, a decision "".Iariable ai1d a ret,1rn f1Jnction. 
For our model these aro defined for the nth dynamic stage as follovs: \ . 
Where 
Tn flow variable 
... ~ Qn decision variable 
Tn = Qn+l interstage coupling relationship 
Rn = In+ rSn/Qn return function 
., -
In average inventory investment costs between station 
"n" and n+ 1 of the manufacturing operation. 
r annual demand rate 
Sn nth stage _., setup costs 
Qn nth stage batch • and decision variable size 
A diagram illt1strati.ng the dynamic programming model i-s · illus-
trated in Figure 10. 
Stage 
N 
Stage 
n 
FIGURE 10: DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL 
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In this diagram the dynamic stage "n" consists of .the_ manufaa,_-_· ____ _ 
tu.ring operation "n" and its associated average inventory investment 
costs. 
Since the series station system obviously has no independence 
between the stages, an assumption which will decouple the series. sta-. 
tions has to be made. This assumption is: 
When stage "n" is ready to process its respective lot Qn, 
this lot will be available from stage n-1, i.e. interstage 
inventories are never depleted. 
With this assumption the a,rerage inventory investment costs (In) used 
in the return function of the dynamic programming moo.el are as 
. -· 
follows (Ref. Figures 6 and 7): 
In = t KCn [Qn(rtn-1) + Qn+1Crtn+1+l~ 
for Qn/Qn+ 1 S: 1 
In= t KCn [Qn(l-rtn) - Qn+1(1-2rtn-rtn+1B 
for Qn/Qn+l~l 
Where the parameters in these equations not previously defined are as 
follows: 
yearly rate for carrying inventory 
Cn unit cost for item aft.er processing' at the nth station 
t 0 unit processing time at the nth station 
25 
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Vith t-hese costs, station "n" is only dependent on the batch 
size of station n+l and is not dependent on the batch size of station 
n-1. This gives dependence in only one direction which is a require-
ment for a dynamic programming model •. 
With the previously de:fined parameters, Bellman's [61 general 
optimality equation is, 
and vhen the interstage coupling relationship is substituted in ve 
have, 
When the values of the parameters are known for an "N" stage process, 
this dynamic programming model will give the relationships between 
the batch sizes vhich minimizes the return function. At each stage 
-- the general opt:fmality function has to be checked to see which Qn 
makes it a minimmho In our model the ratios Qn+1/Qn are restricted 
to rational numberso Because of the direction of dependency of the 
flov variable, the subscripts on the variables in this model agree 
with those given in Thomas I Methcxl, i.e. the dynamic stage "n" is the 
same as the proq,ss stage "n". 
·J 
4.· 
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This model is ver7 seriously restricted by the asswnption of de-
pendence: stage n+l....l) stage 11 n 11 without the rorrespondin~ dependence ' 
I 
stage "n" _.. stage n+l. This method is therefore not .QJ2.tilnf1l and may 
only be used as an attempt to approximate the solution 'With no guar-
antee as to what degree this can be accomplished • 
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The interstage coupling in a series mariut·acturing operation makes 
-~ . 
an optimum soluti.on diff'l cult by methods other than·"-the enumerative 
(St. Clair and Rahiklr~'s Method). or iterative (Thomas' Method). As 
a result of this interdependence betwen the manufacturing stages, 
the dynamic programming method preser1ted is of limited ,,aJ.ue. 
Further work on ser18s station system could be on a model which 
considers the cost of carryi. ng a buff er or safety stock between st_ages. 
With this approach, a decoupling of the stations vould exist and a 
dynamic programming formulation similar to the one presented could 
possibly be used. 
·"! :_. • 
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